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My Survey Results 

Before the Community Scholar Program we participated in a brief inventory you 

completed to reflect on your skills and talents around Community-Based Learning pedagogies. 

The results before the program I do not feel I was totally integrating the dimensions into my 

community service practice, it was not robust as I had envisioned. I did max out Dimension 2 

which is the Complexity of Community Issues and Collaboration. In this dimension one of the 

tentacles is identifying the principal players/stakeholders in the community engagement. As I 

discussed in my deliverable product my students were working with the director and not the 

principal users in the MVRC organization. Once the principal users were identified the capstone 

projects were at a high level of usable products. In the pre-program inventory the next highest 

dimension was one, Foundational Knowledge or Awareness. This dimension did not surprise me 

as I felt very comfortable with the concepts of community service, university policies, and the 

history of CBL pedagogies in higher education. Even though this dimension was strong pre-

program it increased. Dimensions three, four and five were relative low but after the program 

they have grown exponentially and are at full capacity. I feel I am better prepared in developing 

my students which I saw exhibited in the two MVRC spring semester cap stone project. The 

students in my homebase are allowed to struggle in their development of their community 

homebase partnership. This is not always easy to let them find their way but when I see them 

move beyond their comfort level I know that I provided the appropriate structure to let them 

grapple with cognitive dissonance and ambiguity that comes with community service.  

As I reflect on dimension four, design and execution I see the importance of engaging our 

nursing students in the first semester of nursing school so they develop a relationship that 

enhances their overall learning experiences. I realize that as they develop their relationship with 
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their homebase they see a role for themselves in the greater social context. In assessment and 

improvement which is dimension 5 my students integrate meaningful reflection in community 

service learning. The students are expected to not only actively participate in a significant way, 

but also spend time reflecting on their on the partnership and the reason the capstone project is 

significant for their community, what they learned, and how did they change as a result of their 

experience in their homebase. In conclusion the homebase community service learning 

experience provides rich real world opportunities, hands on experience for students that cement 

learning objectives as real and important skills. I have grown in this partnership of students and 

community members by the collaborative engagement in research that enhance my students 

learning, their personal development and civic involvement while also contributing to the 

enrichment and well-being of the greater Jacksonville community and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 


